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Explicative clauses in portuguese as a case 
of parentheses*

Madalena Colaço & Gabriela Matos
Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa / Centro de Linguística da 
Universidade de Lisboa

A subset of causal explicative clauses in European Portuguese (EP) introduced by 
the connectors pois ‘for’, que ‘that’ and porque ‘because’ has been classified either 
as coordinate or subordinate clauses, or alternatively as autonomous discursive 
expressions. Extending previous work, we claim that, although the sentences they 
head present most of the characteristics of subordination, they establish with 
the host sentence a paratactic link, and involve secondary and non-restrictive 
information. We will argue that these explicative clauses arise from parenthetical 
inclusion via Par-Merge, in the sense of de Vries (2012). This analysis allows us 
to provide a syntactic account for these clauses, and to capture some of their 
correlated discursive properties.

Keywords: Causal explicative clauses; parenthetical clauses; parataxis; 
subordination; Parenthetical Merge

1.   Introduction

In European Portuguese (henceforth EP), some causal explicative clauses headed 
by the connectors pois ‘for’, porque ‘because’ and que (this one glossed as ‘that’ 
but interpreted as ‘because’) have been classified in the literature as coordinate or 
subordinate clauses, or as discursive elements that may not be captured within the 
sentence  grammar and must be conceived as autonomous text units.

* The research presented in this paper has been funded by the FCT project UID/
LIN/00214/2013.

We would like to thank the audience of Going Romance 2014, and especially two anonymous 
reviewers, for helpful comments on a previous version of this work.





 (1) Hoje vai chover, que o país está em alerta amarelo.
  today will rain, that the country is in warning yellow
  ‘Today it will rain, because the country is on yellow warning.’

 (2) Ela saiu de casa à pressa, pois as luzes estão acesas.
  she left of home in.the hurry, for the lights are lighted
  ‘She left home in a hurry, for/because the lights are on.’

 (3) A Maria está triste, porque está muito calada.
  the Maria is sad, because is very quiet
  ‘Maria is sad, because she is very quiet.’

In this work we will claim that these clauses in EP, in spite of presenting most of 
the morphosyntactic properties of subordination, establish with the sentence they 
are related to a paratactic link which arises from a syntactic connection obtained 
by parenthetical inclusion via par-Merge, in the sense of de Vries (2012).

The current work differs from the previous ones in that it provides empirical 
evidence for the parenthetical status of the explicative clauses under study and 
shows that they have a wider range of distribution than usually assumed. It also 
shows that these explicatives are adequately analyzed as an instance of parentheses.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we delimit the subject of our 
study, regarding the empirical coverage of causal and explicative clauses; in Sec-
tion 3, we mainly present the core arguments that have been adduced in the litera-
ture to classify the explicative clauses introduced by pois ‘for’, que ‘that’ and porque 
‘because’ as coordinate or subordinate sentences; in Section 4, we present evidence 
for the parenthetical status of these explicative clauses; in Section 5, we discuss two 
recent proposals to deal with parentheticals, briefly presenting their problems and 
advantages; Section 6 argues for the analysis of the explicative clauses under study 
in terms of parenthetical inclusion; Section 7 explores the correlation between the 
position of the explicative clause and their discursive value; finally, Section 8 sum-
marizes the most relevant conclusions of this study.

2.   Explicative versus causal clauses

Studies on causal clauses categorize them into two major subclasses considering 
their semantic value: proper causal clauses conveying the direct reason (e.g. Quirk 
et al. 1985), or the real or inferred cause (Lobo 2013), of the situation denoted by 
the main clause, and causal clauses expressing the motive underlying the utter-
ance of the proposition they are related with. The latter clausal clauses are some-
times called clauses of indirect reason (Quirk et al. 1985) or of definitional cause 



(Giusti 1991). Most classical analyses had subsumed this classification under the 
 distinction between causal clauses, like (4), which denote the real cause of the 
main clause (de re cause), and explicative clauses, like (1)–(3), which justify the 
utterance of the main proposition (de dicto cause) (e.g. Bello 1847 for Spanish; 
Lobo 2003, 2013 and Macário Lopes 2012 for European Portuguese).

 (4) Hoje nevou porque a temperatura desceu abaixo dos 00 C.
  today snowed because the temperature dropped below of.the 00 C.
  ‘It snowed today because the temperature dropped below 00 C.’

Thus, while the sentence in (4) is adequately paraphrased by (5a) instead of (5b), 
the sentence in (1) must be assigned the paraphrase (6a) rather than (6b):

 (5) a.  It snowed today. The reason is that the temperature dropped below 
00 Celsius.

  b.  #It snowed today. I say that because the temperature dropped below 
00 Celsius.

 (6) a. Today it will rain. I say that because the country is in yellow warning.
  b. #Today it will rain. The reason is that the country is in yellow warning.

However, taking into account the kind of connectors that introduce each one of 
these types of clauses, it has been remarked that the connectors presenting an 
explicative import may also head clauses that denote the real or inferred cause 
of the state of affairs expressed in the main clause (see, for instance, for Span-
ish, Santos Río 1982 and Galán-Rodriguez 1999, and for Portuguese, Said Ali 
1931, Cunha and Cintra 1984, Matos 2004, Lopes 2004, Lobo 2013 and Colaço 
and Matos 2015). In Portuguese, the explicative connectors comprise pois ‘for’, 
que ‘that’ and porque ‘because’, but are not restricted to them and include other 
connectors, such as já que ‘since’ or uma vez que ‘once’ (see Lobo 2003, 2013), 
as exemplified in (7) for uma vez que:

 (7) Hoje nevou, pois/que/ porque/ uma vez que a temperatura
  today snowed, for/ that/ because/ once the temperature
  desceu abaixo dos 00 C.
  dropped below of.the 00 C
  ‘It snowed today, because the temperature dropped below 00 C.’

Being aware of this problem, in the current paper, we will restrict our analysis to 
explicative clauses introduced by pois, que and porque, and we will only consider 
the cases where the explicative clause clearly provides a de dicto reading, as in 
(1) to (3).



In our approach, we will mainly concentrate on the syntactic properties of 
these explicatives, although some consequences regarding their discourse proper-
ties will be drawn.

3.   The conflicting properties of explicative clauses

Across languages, some specific causal connectors have been characterized as 
coordinate or subordinate conjunctions on the basis of the semantic, pragmatic 
and syntactic properties of the sentences they introduce and the connection 
they establish with the related clause.1 Thus, in Romance languages, French car 
‘because’ has been classified as a coordinate conjunction, while parce que ‘because’ 
(Grevisse-Goosse 1993) has been assumed as a complementizer, although it has 
also been recognized that sometimes the behavior of car and parce que is not 
radically distinct (Grevisse-Goosse, 1993: 376, §261, 20; 1554, §1038) and car 
shares several properties with other subordinators, for instance puisque ‘since’ 
(Piot 1988).

Also, depending on the significance assigned by the authors to the distinct 
behavior of causal clauses, the same causal explicative connectors have been 
classified either as coordinators or subordinators. This is the case of Spanish 
pues ‘for’ and porque ‘because’, which were assumed as coordinative conjunc-
tions in RAE (1931) and as subordinative connectors in RAE (1973) and in 
Galán-Rodriguez (1999).

Similarly, in Portuguese, pois, que and porque have been classified both as 
coordinative and as subordinative conjunctions, depending on the linguistic con-
texts where they occur (Said Ali 1931, Cunha and Cintra 1984), or as complemen-
tizers (Bechara 1999, Matos 2003, 2004, Matos and Raposo 2013).

In favor of their coordinative status, it has been crucially claimed that the 
explicative clauses they introduce present a looser link with the connected sen-
tence than causal clauses (Said Ali 1931, Cunha and Cintra 1984), may not be 
fronted and, at least those introduced by pois, do not easily accept coordination 
(Lopes 2004, Lobo 2013, Matos and Raposo 2013).

1.  There is much work published on this subject in other languages, namely Germanic lan-
guages. In this paper we mainly concentrate on Portuguese, a Romance language. However, we 
admit that a comparative study of clausal explicative clauses in Portuguese and V2 Germanic 
languages could be an important move to a better understanding of the properties of these 
clauses. We leave this study for future work.
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 (8) a. Ela saiu de casa à pressa, pois/que/porque as luzes
   she left of home in.the hurry, for/that/because the lights
   estão acesas.
   are lighted
   ‘She left home in a hurry, for/because the lights are on.’
  b. *Pois/*que/#porque as luzes estão acesas, ela saiu
      for/ that/ because the lights are lighted, she left
   de casa à pressa.
   of home in.the hurry
  c. ??Eles estão em casa, pois o carro está na garagem
     they are at home, for the car is in.the garage
   e pois as luzes estão acesas.
   and for the lights are lighted

However, explicatives headed by pois, que and porque present most of the proper-
ties of subordinate clauses (Matos 2004, Matos and Raposo 2013). In fact, like con-
junctional complementizers, and in opposition to coordinate conjunctions, they 
only introduce finite clauses, as shown by the contrast in (9) vs. (10):

 (9) a. Eles dizem que estão tristes, pois/ porque estão cansados.
   they say that are sad, for / because are tired
   ‘They say that they are sad, because they are tired.’
  b. *Eles dizem estar tristes, pois/ porque estar cansados.
      they say be.inf sad, for / because be.inf tired

 (10) a. Eles dizem que estão tristes e que estão cansados
   they say that are sad, and that are tired
   ‘They say that they are sad and that they are tired.’
  b. Eles dizem estar tristes e estar cansados.
   they say be.inf sad, and be.inf tired
   ‘They say to be sad and (to be) tired.’

Also explicative connectors only select TP; hence, they do not connect constitu-
ents below the sentence level, in opposition to coordinative conjunctions, as illus-
trated in (11) and (12), where APs occur:

 (11) *Eu estou irascível, pois/porque/que esfomeada.
     I am irascible, for/because/that hungry

 (12) Eu estou irascível e esfomeada.
  I am irascible and hungry
  ‘I am irascible and hungry.’



Furthermore, pois, que and porque may not connect CPs, i.e. sentences headed by 
overt complementizers, in contrast with what happens with regular coordinators:

 (13) *Eles estão em casa, já que o carro está na garagem
     they are at home, since the car is in.the garage
  pois/ que/ porque uma vez que as luzes estão acesas.
  for/ that/ because once the lights are lighted

 (14) Eles estão em casa, já que o carro está na garagem
  they are at home, since the car is in.the garage
  e uma vez que as luzes estão acesas.
  and once the lights are lighted.
   ‘They are at home, since the car is in the garage and given that the lights 

are on.’

Like subordinate sentences headed by overt complementizers, and in contrast with 
coordinate sentences, explicative clauses do not allow gapping in EP, as illustrated 
in (15) and (16):

 (15) *A Paula está em casa, pois/ porque/que o cão__
     the Paula is at home, for/ because/that the dog__
  na casota.
  in.the doghouse

 (16) A Paula está em casa e o cão __ na casota.
  the Paula is at home and the dog __ in.the doghouse
  ‘Paula is at home and his dog in the doghouse.’

In addition, explicative clauses differ from coordination because they do not allow 
across-the-board movement, as shown in (17):

 (17) a. Ela comprou um carro novo, pois/ que/porque eu vi
   she bought a car new for/ that/because I saw
   um carro novo na garagem.
   a car new in.the garage
   ‘She bought a new car, because I saw a new car in the garage.’
  b. ??O quei é que ela comprou [-]i, pois/que/porque eu
     the what is that she bought [-]i for/that/because I
   vi [-]i na garagem?
   saw [-] in.the garage
   ‘What did she buy, because I saw in the garage?’

In sum, to some extent, explicative clauses in EP seem to be adequately character-
ized as subordinate clauses (Matos 2003, 2004, Matos and Raposo 2013). However, 



the relative autonomy of the explicative clause regarding the connected sentence 
must be accounted for. This property has been noticed by several authors, who 
claimed that explicative clauses express an independent thought (e.g. Said Ali 
1931), that they are non-integrated sentences (Matos & Raposo 2013), or even 
that they are independent discourse fragments, since they do not participate in 
the predication of the related sentence (Peres and Mascarenhas 2006, Macário 
Lopes 2012).

.   Explicative clauses in European Portuguese as parentheticals

Despite presenting most of the properties of subordinate sentences, explicative 
clauses in EP establish a paratactic link with the clause they are related to. They 
behave as non-integrated sentences and may be characterized as parentheticals.

In fact, explicative clauses in EP share with other parentheticals (cf. Déhé and 
Kavalova 2007, Matos and Colaço 2010, de Vries 2012, a.o.) crucial properties.

From a structural point of view, parentheticals are loosely connected with 
their hosts.2 Also, their content often allows their occurrence in different positions 
of the host sentence, then resulting what has been called floating parentheticals. 
Explicative clauses also present this property, although it has remained unnoticed 
in the literature on EP:

 (18) O João era incapaz de tal atitude, pois/que/porque eu
  the João was incapable of such attitude, for/that/because I
  conheço-o bem.
  know him.CL well
  ‘João would be incapable of such an attitude, because I know him well.’

 (19) O João, pois/ que / porque eu conheço-o bem,
  the João, for/ that/ because I know him.CL well
  era incapaz de tal atitude.
  was incapable of such attitude.
  ‘João, because I know him well, would be incapable of such an attitude.’

Parentheticals have their own prosody. When they are right appended, they do 
not affect the intonation of the host. When they are interpolated, they produce a 

2.  As we will see in Section 5, there is more than one proposal to account for the loose rela-
tion that a parenthetical constituent establishes with its host.



prosodic break in the host sentence (Frota 2000, Déhé and Kavalova 2007). Expli-
cative clauses behave alike. In correlation, the written counterparts of the explica-
tives are always isolated from their host sentences by commas:

 (20) O Pedro está constipado, pois/que/porque espirrou durante
  the Pedro is cold, for/that/because sneezed during
  todo o dia.
  all the day
  ‘Pedro got a cold, for/because he sneezed all day long.’

 (21) O Pedro alugou a casa, pois/que/ porque tenho visto
  the Pedro rent the house, for/that/ because have seen
  as janelas abertas, aos seus amigos franceses.
  the windows open, to.the his friends French
   ‘Pedro rent his house, because I have seen the windows open, to his 

French friends.’

A parenthetical expression has semantic autonomy with respect to its host. Expli-
cative clauses show the same semantic behavior: their meaning does not affect the 
meaning of the host sentence, as shown in sentences like (18)–(21).

In fact, parentheticals add extra information: as for other cases of paren-
thesis, they always correspond to secondary information (de Vries 2012, Kluck 
2015). The same occurs with explicative clauses, which are speaker-oriented and 
supply an explanation or a justification about the motive of the utterance of the 
proposition corresponding to the host sentence, or about an expression of the 
host sentence, as illustrated in (22) and (23):

 (22) O Pedro emprestou a casa, pois/que/porque toda a gente
  the Pedro lent the house, for/that/because everybody
  fala disso no bairro, à sua amiga Ana.
  speaks about. that in.the block, to.the his friend Ana
   ‘Pedro lent his house, since everybody speaks about that in the block, to his 

friend Ana.’

 (23) O Pedro emprestou a casa à sua amiga Ana.
  the Pedro lent the house to.the his friend Ana.
  (Digo isto porque) toda a gente fala disso no bairro.
    say that because everybody speaks about.that in the block
   ‘Pedro lent his house to his friend Ana. (I say that because) everybody 

speaks about that in the block.’

In sum, assuming that explicative clauses are parentheticals, we can explain most 
of their properties.



.   Approaches to parentheticals

Among the proposals to account for parentheticals, two of them have deserved 
special interest in recent literature – the radical structural autonomy of the par-
enthetical constituent, among others assumed by Haegeman (1991), Huddleston 
et al. (2002),3 Frey (2012), Frey and Truckenbrodt (2015), and the specifying coor-
dination approach of de Vries (2006 et seq.), recently redesigned in terms of par-
enthetical inclusion (de Vries 2012, Kluck 2015).4

.1   Parentheses as orphan constituents

Haegeman (1991) suggests that parentheses are ‘orphans’, in the sense that they 
are not syntactically integrated into the host sentence. According to this proposal, 
they present radical syntactic independence with respect to the host clause, with 
which they only establish a notional link.

However, this analysis presents two major problems. The assumption that in 
 Syntax the parenthetical constituent, in the case the explicative clause, is radically 
independent does not seem accurate. In fact, it depends on the presence of the 
host sentence, and becomes pragmatically odd out of that syntactic context, as 
shown in (24B):

 (24) A: Não sei porque é que dizes que eles estão em casa.
   not know why is that say that they are at home
   ‘I don’t know why you say that they are at home.’
  B: #Pois/que as luzes estão acesas.
    For/that the lights are lighted.

Moreover, the Orphanage approach does not capture the correlation between 
structure and constituent linearization, and this problem cannot be overcome by 
assuming that the structural connection between the explicative and its host is 
accounted for by Late Merge. In fact, if Late Merge operates at LF, the explicative 
is not pronounced at PF, and if Late Merge operates at PF, the explicative is not 
interpreted at LF.

Thus, we reject the Orphanage analysis of explicative clauses and we argue 
that, as other parentheticals, they are syntactically included in the host sentence.

3.  Huddleston et al. (2002) call the parentheses supplements and designate the operation 
that relate them to their hosts Supplementation.

.  For a discussion of recent approaches to deal with parentheticals, see Griffiths (2015).



.2   Parentheses as the result of Parenthetical Merge

de Vries (2006, 2007, 2009), Koster (2000), a.o., proposed a fourth type of coordi-
nation, apart from the copulative, disjunctive and adversative subtypes: specifying 
coordination. Koster (2000) uses this kind of coordination to explain a phenom-
enon called parallel construal, which includes standard coordination as well as 
constructions involving equatives and relative clauses. The author shows that these 
structures may be headed by different operators: conjunctions and or or, and also 
a colon head, ‘:’. In de Vries (2007, 2009), parentheses are also treated as instances 
of specifying coordination. In fact, the author assumes that these structures are 
headed by abstract conjunctions: appositives are headed by &:, a bivalent func-
tional head that selects two terms, and parentheticals are headed by Par, a mon-
ovalent functional head that selects only a complement.

According to de Vries (2006: 239), specifying coordination has the following 
core properties:

a. the conjuncts are connected by a phonetically null coordinator (although, in 
some cases, it may be overt);

b. the conjuncts are separated in writing by a comma;
c. the second conjunct has low intonation;
d. the second conjunct is not a restrictive constituent;
e. the coordinate structure is asymmetric, in the sense that it is always the  second 

term that specifies the first one.

Thus, accepting this proposal, the internal structure of a parenthetical expression 
includes a monovalent parenthetical specifying coordinator Par. For de Vries, the 
parenthetical constituent is b-merged with the host sentence through adjunction, 
forming a paratactic hierarchy. B-merge starts a new c-command domain, which 
explains the ‘invisibility’ of parentheticals in what concerns scope relationships.

Refining his analysis, de Vries (2012) considers that parentheses must be 
treated in terms of parenthetical inclusion. The author suggests that the tradi-
tional distinction between hypotaxis and parataxis can be captured assuming 
that there are two basic types of syntactic inclusion – regular inclusion, which 
leads to dominance relations, and parenthetical inclusion, these notions being 
primitives of the grammar –, arising from two kinds of Merge operations: regu-
lar Merge and Parenthetical Merge ( Par-Merge).5 This explains the particular 
nature of the connection between the parenthesis and the host. The head Par 

.  Notice that not all cases of coordination seem to be reducible to parentheticals, although 
they are usually characterized as instances of parataxis. We will not pursue this issue here.
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triggers the application of Par-Merge, leading to  Par-inclusion, which starts a 
new c-command domain.

The representation (25) shows the syntactic structure of a sentence including a 
parenthetical, which derives from the Merge operations described in (26).

 (25) 

YP…

YPParP
*    *

XPparPar

 (26) Par-Merge (Par, XPpar) → ParP
  Merge (ParP, YP) → YP

As we can see in (25), ParP is included in YP, the host constituent. In turn, XPpar, 
the parenthetical constituent, is embedded in the parenthetical phrase ParP. This 
embedding allows the required c-command effects, since there is regular inclusion 
in the host YP, but there is Par-inclusion within ParP, which blocks c-command 
from the host into the parenthetical clause.

Since XPpar is marked as parenthetical in Syntax, the phonological component 
receives an instruction to start a new intonational phrase. Besides, being embed-
ded in the host, the parenthetical is interpreted as secondary information at the 
level of semantic interpretation.

.   Explicative clauses as a case of parenthetical inclusion

The idea that explicative clauses have a specifying value seems to be reasonable, 
since they express the speakers’ motivation to utter the proposition in the host 
clause, as shown in (27)–(28):

 (27) Ela saiu de casa à pressa, pois/que/porque as luzes
  she left of home to.the hurry, for/that/because the lights
  estão acesas.
  are lighted
  ‘She left home in a hurry, for/because the lights are on.’

 (28) Ela saiu de casa à pressa: as luzes estão acesas.
  she left of home to.the hurry: the lights are lighted
  ‘She left home in a hurry: the lights are on.’



Moreover, explicative clauses, as other coordinate expressions, may iterate, as 
shown in (29):

 (29) Ela esteve a pintar, que tem as mãos sujas, que até tem
  she has been painting, that has the hands dirty, that even has
  tinta no cabelo.
  paint in.the hair
   ‘She has been painting, because her hands are dirty, because she even got 

paint in her hair.’

As mentioned above, Par-inclusion starts a new c-command domain. In expli-
catives there is blocking of c-command from the host clause. This accounts, for 
example, for the lack of scope of the host sentence negation over the explicative 
clause illustrated in (30):

 (30) Ela não saiu, pois/que/porque as luzes estão acesas.
  she not left, for/that/because the lights are lighted
  ‘She did not leave, because the lights are on.’

This also explains the absence of Principle C effects in the explicative clause, 
potentially determined by the host clause.

 (31) Elai saiu à pressa, pois/que/porque a Mariai nunca deixa
  she left in.the hurry, for/that/because the Maria never leaves
  as luzes acesas.
  the lights lighted
  ‘She left in a hurry, because Maria never leaves the lights on.’

Summarizing, the empirical data presented in the previous sections indicate that 
explicative clauses are a specific case of parentheses. The approach in terms of 
Par-inclusion allows us to account for the paratactic nexus they establish with the 
host sentence, while keeping the evidence that, in the local domain headed by the 
explicative connector, they (still) behave as subordinate clauses. In addition, Par-
inclusion accounts for the syntactic merge of the explicative clause into the host 
clause, while it captures its “loose” integration in it.

.   The position of explicative clauses inside the host sentence

The position occupied by explicative clauses introduced by pois, que and porque 
inside their host sentences is related to their discursive import as expressions 
exhibiting a specifying value.
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The specifying value requires that the specifying expression follows the speci-
fied one. As already mentioned, in the case of explicative clauses, they specify a 
justification for the proposition in the host clause. In some cases, the justification 
may also focus on one element of this proposition. As a consequence, explicative 
clauses may not precede the expression which is the target of the specification. 
This explains why explicative clauses may not precede their hosts, which means 
that they may not be fronted, as shown in (32b):

 (32) a. O Pedro está constipado, pois/que/porque espirrou
   the Pedro is cold for/that/because sneezed
   durante toda a noite.
   during all the night
   ‘Pedro has got a cold, because he sneezed all night long.’
  b. *Pois/que/porque espirrou durante toda a noite, o
      for/that/because sneezed during all the night, the
   Pedro está constipado.
   Pedro is cold
   ‘Because he sneezed all night long, Pedro has got a cold.’

In fact, since explicative clauses must be preceded by the target specified expres-
sion, if the whole predication of the host sentence is the target of the specification, 
the explicative clause must occur in the right periphery, as in (33a), which con-
trasts with (33b) and (33c):

 (33) a. Ela saiu de casa à pressa, pois/que/porque
   she left of home to.the hurry, for/that/because
   as luzes estão acesas.
   the lights are lighted
   ‘She left home in a hurry, because the lights are on.’
  b. ??Ela, pois/que/porque as luzes estão acesas, saiu
     she, for/that/because the lights are lighted, left
   de casa à pressa.
   of home to.the hurry
   ‘She, because the lights are on, left home in a hurry.’
  c. ??Ela saiu, pois/que/porque as luzes estão acesas,
     she left, for/that/because the lights are lighted,
   de casa à pressa
   of home to.the hurry
   ‘She left, because the lights are on, home in a hurry.’



If a particular element of the host sentence is the target of the specification, it must 
precede the explicative. In this case, the explicative clause may be interpolated, as 
in (34b) and (34c), where it is related to the expression ‘o João’:

 (34) a. O João era incapaz de tal coisa, pois/que/porque
   the João was incapable of such thing for/that/because
   eu conheço-o bem.
   I know him.CL well
   ‘John would be incapable of such a thing, because I know him well.’

  b. O João, pois/que/porque eu conheço-o bem,
   the João, for/that/because I know him.CL well,
   era incapaz de tal coisa.
   was incapable of such thing
   ‘João, because I know him well, would be incapable of such a thing.’

  c. O João era, pois/que/porque eu conheço-o bem,
   the João was, for/that/because I know him.CL well
   incapaz de tal coisa.
   incapable of such thing
   ‘João would be, because I know him well, incapable of such a thing.’

As stated above, depending on the expression with which it is associated, explica-
tive clauses may be appended only at the right periphery of the host sentence or 
also inside the host, i.e. interpolated. Next, we present the structural configura-
tions that correspond to each one of these cases.

When the explicative clause occurs in the right periphery, it is adjoined to the 
host sentence, as illustrated in (36),6 for the sentence in (35):

 (35) Ela está em casa, pois/que/porque as luzes estão acesas.
  she is at home, for/that/because the lights are lighted
  ‘She is at home, because the lights are on.’

.  A reviewer questions us about the category, CP or vP, to which the explicative clause is 
right adjoined when it modifies the whole host sentence. We assume that in this case the expli-
cative is Par-merged to CP, the complete propositional phase, not to vP, the phase that denotes 
just the predicative content of the sentence. However, further empirical evidence would be 
required to evaluate the adequacy of each one of these options.



 (36) CP

ParP
*    *

CP

[C_Decl] Ela está em casa Par

[C_Decl pois/que/porque] as luzes estão acesas

[,]

CPpar

Sentence (37) illustrates the possibility of the explicative clause to be interpolated. 
Since, in this case, it is related to the verb of the host sentence (alugaram ‘rent’), the 
explicative adjoins to vP, as in (38):

 (37) Eles alugaram, pois/que/porque eu vi, a casa aos amigos.
  they rent for/that/because I saw, the house to.the friends
  ‘They rent, because I saw it, the house to their friends.’

 (38) CP

C TP

DP
[Decl]

TP

elesi
T vP

alugaramj
ParP
*    *

vP

[-]i [-]j a casa aos amigos
Par CPpar

[Decl pois/que/porque] eu vi
[,]

In sum, the intrinsic specifying value of these explicative clauses is apparently the 
cause of their placement after the constituent they specify. This property distin-
guishes these explicatives from others, as for instance those headed by uma vez que 
‘once’, and já que ‘since’, which denote a situation, taken by the speaker as presup-
posed knowledge.



.   Concluding remarks

The treatment of parenthetical expressions as the result of a specific operation of 
Merge – Parenthetical Merge – is particularly appealing to account for explica-
tive clauses in European Portuguese. This analysis allows us to conciliate the evi-
dence that explicative clauses initiated by pois ‘for’, que ‘that/because’ and porque 
‘because’ present a double status: within the local domain they head, these con-
nectors behave like complementizers and determine the finiteness of the sentence 
over which they have scope; within the host sentence, explicative clauses behave 
like parentheticals.

In addition, this approach allows us to assign a syntactic structure to paren-
theticals, which overtly relates the parenthetical and the host sentence.
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